PAYMENT

ONSITE ISSUANCE SUITE
IMMEDIATE DISBURSEMENT
OF DONOR PAYMENTS
Whether your business operates in the plasma donation, blood donation, or
consignment industry, cash and check handling leads to high costs and complex
processes. Wirecard helps companies to optimize this payment process using
digital technologies. In addition to providing significant cost savings, this also leads
to a reduction in operating costs and administrative work.
The Onsite Issuance Suite enables immediate payments via prepaid card.
This enables merchants and donation facilities to transfer payments due to
the respective donors directly after their visit. With Wirecard’s solution, all
payments processes can be made more efficient while maximizing your payees’
satisfaction.

Wirecard North America has been
developing top-tier compensation
solutions and innovative end-to-end
technologies for public institutions
and businesses from a wide range of
industries for more than 20 years. One
of these solutions, the Onsite Issuance
Suite, enables instant, convenient
remuneration of payees as soon as
services have been delivered.

The Solution

How It Works

The Onsite Issuance Suite is a payment
solution that replaces previous
disbursement methods with a reloadable
prepaid card. Wirecard provides blood and
plasma donation facilities with virtual and
customized payment methods. A real-time
rewards platform can be added to this
digital payment service to further increase
payee loyalty and satisfaction.

ff Solution and implementation
configuration that is best for your
corporation and your sales agents
ff End-to-end training for all users
ff Team of dedicated account specialists
ensure a smooth transition to market
ff 24/7 multilingual call center support
ff API integration available
ff SSO/integrated UI experience
supported

Key Benefits
ff Donors benefit from an instant issue
card delivered in real time at your
location
ff Increased satisfaction and loyalty of
donors
ff Keep your brand top of wallet with a
Mastercard ® or Visa ® prepaid card
ff Digital disbursement solutions
ff Maximum range of payment methods
ff Reduced operating costs
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